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PROBLEMS IN THE COMPILATION OF A SPRAY CALENDAR FOR 
ORCHARDS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA' 

D . P . PIELOU 2 

I ntrod uction 
Criticisms of the increasing com

plexity of pest control recommenda
tions for certain types of crops, par
ticularly fruit, are not infrequent. 
Such recommendations are usually 
made in the form of a so-called "spray 
calendar." The writer was successive
ly secretary, vice-chairman and chair
man of the committee responsible for 
the annual drafting of the spray cal
endar in British Columbia and, of 
necessity, took a central part in the 
many discussions as to the function, 
content, and format of the calendar . 
During this period the general struc
ture of the calendar was considerably 
altered and this paper is an effort by 
the writer to give his views on the 
present situation. 

It is illuminating to look at the 
British Columbia tree-fruit spray cal
endars for 1957, 1958 and 1959 (2, 3, 
4) and compare them with the calen
dar for 1936 (6). It is best to go back 
no farther than twenty years or so, 
so that we remain in modern times 
with roughly the same serious insect 
pests and diseases as we have today, 
and roughly the same outlook and the 
same problems of orcharding in gen
eral. 

In 1936 the tree-fruit spray calen
dar for British Columbia mentioned 
18 pests and six diseases. It listed 
seven materials (lime-sulphur, oil, 
bordeaux mixture, nicotine, lead ar
senate, strychnine and whitewash) . 
Of the seven, three are deadly poi
sons. The calendar referred to the 
same six tree-fruits as it does today
apple, pear, peach, apricot, prune and 
cherry. In 1957 the same spray calen
dar (now called "Control of Tree-Fruit 
Pests and Diseases; With Information 
on Spray Thinning and Stop-Drop 
Sprays") covered 39 pests and 14 dis
eases (not counting virus diseases) 
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and listed 33 pesticides. Although sev
eral of these pestiCides are mild poi
sons, only two rank as deadly pOisons 
(nicotine and strychnine; the latter 
for mice) . 

In 1936 the calendar was composed 
of approximately 2200 words, together 
with some 330 more on small fruits. 
In 1957 the number of words had in
creased to over 4000 and the informa
tion on small fruits had grown into a 
separate calendar. 

The number of pests and diseases 
needing attention has approximately 
doubled in 21 years; but the number 
of materials has increased fourfold. 
Words have only doubled but the 
more leisurely phrasing of 1936 has 
given place to a brief, perhaps too 
brief, telegraphic style in 1957 in or
der to impart the information as con
Cisely as possible. It is worthwhile 
noting, however, that in the 1957 cal
endar there are sections on spray
thinning, stop-drop sprays, mineral 
deficiencies, surfactants, and opera
tion of concentrate sprayers, that 
were not included 21 years ago . 

However, before we get too critical 
of our own affairs, let us look outside 
British Columbia. In Washington 
State the spray calendar (12) is now 
issued in the form of a 40-page book
let, using nearly four times as much 
paper as our own. It refers roughly to 
the same pests but mentions 48 chem
icals against our 33. And Ontario is
sues three calendars to cover only five 
tree-fruits (9, 10, 11). Nova Scotia 
(8) and Quebec (7) each issue a sin
gle calendar for apples and pears ; 
soft fruits are not grown on an appre
ciable commercial scale in these prov
inces (21) . 

The Background of Orchard 
Entomology in British Columbio 

Recommendations for insect and 
pest control are infiuenced by various 
factors . 
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1. In the dry Okanagan Valley, 
where most of the tree-fruits of Brit
ish Columbia are grown, insects, rath
er than diseases, dominate spraying 
practices. 

2. Six fruits are involved and these 
are often planted in one small or
chard, in several varieties. Interplant
ing is common in British Columbia 
and, in the interests of time and sim
plicity, orchardists favour pesticides 
that can be put usefully on all fruits. 

3. Different fruits have different in
sect faunas. In British Columbia 46 
species are listed (17) as of major 
economic importance on one or more 
of the six tree-fruits of the province. 
Of these, 28 occur on apple, 12 on 
pears, 10 on apricot, 11 on peach, 15 
on prune and 12 on cherry. Some spe
cies, at a level sufficient to cause dam
age, occur on several fruits. But many 
of the most serious pests, and these 
dominate the spray programmes, oc
cur on one or two tree fruits only, e.g., 
codling moth Carpocapsa pomonella 
(L.) on apple and pear; peach twig 
borer Anarsia lineatella Zell. on 
peach; black cherry aphid Myzus 
cerasi (F.) on cherry; pear psylla 
Psylla pyricola Foerst. on pear and 
mealy plum aphid Hyalopterus arun
dinis (F.) on apricot and prunes. 

4. Susceptibility of various fruits, 
and varieties, to damage by different 
chemicals varies, often very greatly. 
For example, Trithion [0, O-diethyl 
S - (p-chlorophenyl thiomethyl) phos
phorodithoate] causes damage to the 
Golden Delicious and Red Delicious 
varieties of apple (36); so much so, 
that in spite of its otherwise excellent 
qualities as an orchard insectciide, we 
gave up intentions of recommending 
it in British Columbia. Fortunately 
there are suitable alternatives (37) 
with somewhat similar properties but 
lower phytotoxicity. A newly intro
duced pesticide, which proves phyto· 
toxic in our orchard trials to any of 
our more important fruit varieties, is 
usually discarded if there are suitable 
alternative materials available. 

5. A major factor in the selling of 
fruit today is that the fruits should 
have a very high finish. This is quite 
distinct from such obvious defects as 

worminess or gross misshape . The 
factor is purely an aesthetic one, 
something that would not arise in a 
hungry nation; it can be regarded as 
ridiculous but, nevertheless, it is most 
important in the sale of fruit. And 
the economic entomologist, being 
necessarily concerned with the eco
nomics of the industry that supports 
him, cannot afford to neglect it. The 
fact, from his professional point of 
view, is that the surface of fruits 
makes an excellent display surface for 
any sort of insect or disease damage, 
however trivial, and for any sort of 
blemish caused by spray material. 
Consequently, he must often concern 
himself with what are, strictly speak
ing, minor pests and he must be high
ly selective in recommending spray 
chemicals. Consider, for instance, the 
importance of finish in the sale of 
apples or peaches today as compared 
with potatoes, or turnips. Though 
the requirements for finish are much 
more exacting, ten acres of apples, or 
peaches, in British Columbia will, in 
some years, bring the farmer no more 
net income than ten acres of potatoes 
or turnips (21) . 

6. Recommendations made by the 
orchard entomologist must fit in with 
other orchard practices. The orchard 
entomologist is necessarily closely al
lied to the horticulturist and to the 
practices of actual fruit production. 
His position is quite unlike that of a 
medical entomologist working on, for 
example, malaria-carrying mosqui
toes; such an entomologist is serious
ly concerned with only the one or two 
species of anophelines that are vec
tors which occur in his area; and 
there may be little reason for him to 
be in close contact with the medical 
man working on drugs for the cure 
of the disease. For instance: efficient 
concentrate spraying is only possible 
if adequate pruning has been done 
(40); fungicides used by plant path
ologists can increase or decrease mite 
populations (33); the water and ni
trogen balance of fruit trees almost 
certainly (36) affects aphid popula
tions as it does in other plants (19); 
though 1 in dan e [l,2,3,4,5,6,-hexa
chlorocyclohexane] does not have the 
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ta inting properties of the less pure 
benzene h exochloride (38) on fresh 
fruit, nevertheless, its taste can be de
tected in the processed apple sauce 
that is produced on a large scale in 
British Columbia as a means (21) of 
removing low grade apples from the 
fresh fruit market; compatibilities of 
insecticides have to be considered, not 
only with fungicides, but with blos
wm-thinning, "stop-drop" and minor
element sprays (35); at certain times 
"praying cannot be done with a con
centra. te machine because of the pres
ence of tree-props in the orchard; and 
late-season application of pesticides 
is not always possible, not only be
cause of the dangers of exceeding 
legal residue tolerances (20) , but be
cause unsightly, if innocuous, depos
its of spray material may depress the 
grade of the fruit at the packing 
house (37) . 

How Comprehensive 
Should a Spray-Calendar Be? 

The slowly increasing pest fauna, 
the rapidly increasing number of new 
ch emi cals , and the development of 
pesticide tolerance in insects and 
mites (18 ), inevitably brings up this 
question . Should a spray calendar in
clude a ll available information on pest 
and disease control procedures? Or 
should it be restricted to a few of the 
most important pests and diseases, 
and most important control measures? 
A skeleton outline of essential control 
measures could almost be put on a 
postcard and some growers would like 
nothing better. But extension horti
CUlturists want all the current infor
ma tion available ; and many growers 
wan t .some scope for choice in their 
spray programmes based on their ex
perience of conditions in their own 
orcha rds. 

The policy up to the present has 
been 1:0 make the British Columbia 
cal end a r fa irly comprehensive ; Dis
tr ict Horticulturists have then ab
stracted , and issued in typewritten 
form, a brief minimum spray schedule 
for their own local areas. This, in 
fac t , emphasizes why it would be un
wise to restrict the general calendar 
in con ten t; for what one District Hor-

ticulturist would consider the mini
mum schedule for his own area is no t 
necessarily suitable for another area . 
For within a distance of 100 miles or 
so in the Okanagan Valley, there are 
quite large differences in insect fauna ; 
in rainfall , soil and frost conditions ; 
and in the fruits and varieties pre
dominant (21, 24). For instance, south 
of Okanagan Falls the presence of 
San Jose scale, Aspidiotus perniciosus 
Comst., determines, to a large degree, 
the nature of dormant spray treat
ment ; lime-sulphur plus oil is an es
sen tial recommendation there (23) . 
In the Vernon area, on the other 
hand, San Jose scale is not present, 
and the addition of oil to the dormant 
spray may be a needless expense. The 
appearance of resistance to pesticides 
in insects and mites has been, in the 
first place, sporadic and restricted in 
location. This has been the situation 
in British Columbia with resistance to 
organic phosphates in the European 
red mite, Panonychus ulmi, (Koch) , 
the apple rust mite, Vasates schlech
tendali (Nal.) and possibly other 
mites (16, 31). The appearance of 
DDT-resistance in the codling moth , 
in 1957, was also localized, not merely 
as to geographical locality, but also in 
individual orchards in a given area 
(27). In the most recent British Col
umbia spray calendar (4), specific 
mention was given to recommenda
tions for resistant strains. 

There have been other reasons for 
increase in size of the calendar in 
recent years. The calendar originally 
referred to the application of chem
icals as sprays for pests and disease 
control, together with information on 
the few pesticides not applied by this 
method. In the past six or seven 
years, however, the entomologists' and 
pathologists' techniques of spraying 
have been extended to the thinning of 
fruit by the application of ma terials 
that act by destroying most of th e 
blossom (13) . The chemicals used in 
British Columbia are dinitro-o-cresol 
compounds similar to those that are 
applied earlier in the season for in 
sect and mite control, but they a re 
used at a lower dosage. There is, 
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therefore, logical reason for the in
clusion of such information on the 
spray calendar. Mineral salts (zinc , 
manganese, boron, magnesium) have 
been conveniently applied as spray 
solutions (41) and, as these com
pounds are used to correct physiolog
ical diseases, it is legItimate to in
clude them on the spray calendar. 
Since some of these salts can also be 
applied by scattering on the ground, 
this information is also included on 
the spray calendar for the sake of 
completeness. However, we may pause 
to consider where such extensions of 
the content of the calendar may lead 
us. Application of such nitrogenous 
fertilizers as urea may be accomplish
ed by spraying (12), though it is not 
recommended in British Columbia at 
present. If it is ever recommended it 
is reasonable to suggest that such in
formation be put on the spray calen
dar. However, for completeness again, 
it might be argued that recommenda
tions concerning conventional soil 
applications of similar fertilizers 
should also be included. In a process 
such as this, the original spray calen
dar for pests and diseases could grow 
into a complete outline of r ecommen
dations for general orchard practice. 

It is fairly obvious that we h a ve 
enough categories of diverse informa
tion on the calendar now, and, if 
there is any call for furth er additions, 
we should consider dealing with all 
spray applications, other than those 
for pests and diseases, in a separate 
publication . 

How Many Calendars Are Necessary? 
Ontario (9, 10, 11) issues three cal

endars and these cover five tree-fruits 
against our six . However , conditions 
are somewhat different in Ontario . 
Acreages are larger and some growers 
grow only one fruit, . e.g., peaches. 
There is, therefore , good argument for 
the issue of calendars dealing with 
only one fruit or group of fruits. As 
a lready mentioned, Nova Scotia and 
Quebec, where soft fruits are not 
grown on an appreciable scale , each 
issue a single calendar covering ap
ples and pears only. 

However , in British Columbia, al
though m any growers grow apples 
only, very few grow soft fruits only 
and very few indeed grow one kind of 
soft fruit only. Moreover , the peach , 
the most important soft fruit in Brit
ish Columbia, has far fewer insect 
a nd disease enemies th an in Ontario . 
For inst ance, two serious peach pests, 
th e Oriental fruit moth , G mpholit ha 
molesta (Busck) and the plum cur
culio , Conotrachelus nenupha;' (Hbst.) 
a re fortuna tely a bsen t in Bri tish Col
umbia (17) , and these two pests alone 
force Ontario fruit growers to under
ta ke a sprayin g sch edule (11) at least 
as extensive as that for apples (3) in 
British Columbia. Provided , th ere
fore, we can reduce extraneous mat
ter on the calendar, it is reasonable to 
continue with a sin gle officia l gen eral 
calendar. From this one calendar, 
loca l hor ticultural advisors will , no 
doubt, continue to a bstract brief type
written sch edules to suit their dis
tricts and preferences . But if , as men
tioned in the last section, more cate 
gories of informa tion are to be cov
ered in the future, then we will have 
to consider a second medium of pub
lication; but it is suggested that the 
division should not be on th e basis of 
separate calendars for separate fruits, 
for this would lead to much unneces
sary duplication of informa tion . as 
far as recommendations in British 
Columbia are concerned. 

General Arrangement 
And Presentation 

Twenty years ago the arrangement 
and presentation of a spray calendar 
was no great problem. Procedures 
could be grasped without much diffi
culty, wh atever a rrangement was 
used , because the number of pesti
cides availa ble was small and did not 
change much from year to year. Now 
with much more information to im
part, and with annua l changes, the 
design of the spray calendar is a mat
ter of concern if the grower is not to 
be dish eartened by the mass of in
structions offered him. 

Arra ngem ent may be made in three 
basic ways: 
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1. Listing by Pests and Diseases 
This is, more or less, a catalogue of 

pest s and diseases with alternative 
control measures, pesticide, rate of 
application and timing, listed for 
each. Up to 1957 the British Columbia 
tree -fruit calenda r was of this kind 
(2). It was definitely not in the form 
of a programme or schedule for sea
sonal spraying. But local schedules 
were compiled from it by district ad
visory horticulturists. It is extremely 
economical of space, and involves a 
minimum duplication of information 
since a pest or disease is referred to 
only once, on whatever crop it occurs. 
Control measures are also listed only 
once in a separate section and re
ferred to by index numbers opposite 
each pest or disease . 

This form of presentation is the 
obvious one for entomologists or path
ologist s wh ose interests are centred 
around the insects or diseases. More
over, the almost complete change, in 
British Columbia to concentrate 
spraying has made it possible for the 
orchardist to apply sprays only when 
it is obviously necessary, so that a 
pre-arranged programme, except in 
the case of codling moth, is no longer 
necessary. In the past, when the 
spraying of an average ten-acre or
chard might take several days, in
stead of five or six hours as now, such 
short-notice spraying was often out 
of the question. 

2. Listing by Crops 
This is the basic arrangement for 

the pest and disease-control calendar 
for vegetable and fi eld crops in Brit
ish Columbia (5). Here it appears to 
be a nat ura l method as the number 
of crops, or categories of crops, is 
ninet een, and i t is difficult to see what 
other arrangement could h a ve been 
used . There is also, in this calendar, 
a section on pests or diseases of a 
general nat ure (grasshoppers, etc.). 

3. Listing by Date 
This is a true calendar with the 

dates of application being indicated: 
dormant, pre-pink, post-blossom, e tc . 
It is followed conveniently in 'some 

calendars devoted solely to one crop, 
e.g., apple in Ontario (9) . If several 
crops are involved it is followed with 
difficulty unless some subdivision, on 
a crop basis, is also made. This is the 
form that horticultural advisors seem 
to prefer as most natural for the 
grower. However, since it soon be
comes obvious that the seasonal cal
endar must be subdivided on a crop 
basis, some duplication will occur be
cause of insects and diseases that are 
common to several crops. This means 
a larger calendar. In fact, the 1958 
calendar for British Columbia tree
frui ts was revised (3) on this basis 
and its area is one and one-half times 
that of the 1957 calendar. Even so, it 
was found necessary to include a sec
tion on "miscellaneous pests" for those 
pests that did not fit easily into a sea
sonal spray schedule (earwigs, cut
worms, mice, etc .). Such duplication, 
limited to the extent that all informa
tion can be presented on one chart, is 
perhaps, not entirely undesirable be
cause it can serve to reiterate impor
tant parts of the recommendations to 
growers. 

Introduction of New, and Removal of 
Old Spray Chemicals 

This question has become a major 
one because of the flood of new mate
rials available. It is a problem that 
hardly existed before the era of DDT. 
The following questions arise: 

1. How extensive should experimen
tal work be before a new material is 
recommended to the grower? The 
entomologist or pathologist normally 
wants several years of experiment be
fore he is certain of his judgment; for 
seasonal differences from year to year 
often profoundly affect insecticidal 
effiCiency, or degree of phytotoxicity. 
An older generation of orchard ento
mologists (14), held that a period of 
not less than five years was necessary 
to test a pesticide in the field; ento
mologists of today's tempo have gen
erally shortened this period, but the 
shortening cannot go too far. An ex
ample of this is our recent experience 
with Trithion (36) . This material was 
so sa ti sfactory , after trials in 1955 and 
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1956, that we considered recommend
ing it for the 1957 calendar but finally 
decided against doing so . This was 
fortunate for the material caused such 
extensive damage to leaves, and re
duced the crop in the 1958 trials, that 
we have been forced to discard it. 

2. If chemicals already recommend
ed are satisfactory) is there any point 
in emphasizing new materials until 
they are needed, or unless they have 
some outstanding new advantage? It 
is generally felt that the answer to 
this question is no; however, in prac
tice) very few chemicals already rec
ommended are satisfactory in every 
respect and usually a case can be 
made for the inclusion of a well-test
ed new material. 

3. Should cost be a factor in put
ting a new material on the calendar? 
New materials are generally relatively 
expensive; however, the price is usu
ally reduced shortly after the prepa
ration comes into widespread use. The 
usual practice has been to introduce 
new materials slowly. Thus, although 
the effectiveness of diazinon as an 
orchard insecticide was already ap
parent to us (37), it was first inserted, 
in view of its initial high price) on the 
1957 spray calendar (2) only for the 
control of black cherry aphid . This 
was because there were then objec
tions to almost all other materials 
used against this pest (37) and the 
high priced diazinon seemed to have 
a place in protecting a high-value 
fruit. A year later (3), with the price 
substantially reduced, it was recom
mended for all aphids on tree-fruits 
and for eye-spotted bud moth) Spilon
ota ocellana (D. & S.). In the most 
recent calendar (4), diazinon has 
been recommended against a wide 
range of pests. 

4. Should we introduce a new ma
terial) excellent in every respect, but 
effective against only a few pest in
sects? Such a policy may lead to an 
expensive spray schedule in that sev
eral materials may be needed in a 
given application. And, in addition, 
this policy may lead to the listing of 
even more materials on the calendar. 

5. Should materials be introduced 
that appear to be incompatible with 

natural and established biological 
control? The biological balance be
tween predator (or parasite) , and 
prey, holds insect populations at a 
fiuctuating, but more or less, constant 
level; however, the level is much in
fluenced by Climatic conditions, or by 
conditions that are themselves influ
enced by climate (1). It is unfortun
ate for fruit growers in British Col
umbia that, under the warm, arid 
conditions of the interior, the level at 
which, for instance, codling moth 
populations persist, is high. Two sum
mer generations and a partial, at 
least) third generation are usual. With 
this high biotic potential, control with 
introduced speCies of parasites has 
not been commerCially successful in 
spite of the establishment of the para
sites (22). Growers in Nova Scotia are 
fortunate in that they can rely to a 
greater extent on natural control and 
to a lesser extent on chemical control 
(34) ; the reverse is the situation in 
British Columbia (23, 28, 32) . More
over, control with chemicals of mod
erate toxicity (30) has not been as 
successful in British Columbia as it 
has been in Nova Scotia where condi
tions are such that the codling moth 
rarely passes through a second gen
eration. The Nova Scotia spray cal 
endar is, in fact, the smallest in Can
ada for tree-fruits and refers to the 
fewest chemicals (8). In British Col
umbia a fully effective material must 
be used for codling moth whatever 
the side effects may be. DDT, with its 
consequent upsurges of mite popula
tions, had to be accepted to save the 
grower from disaster (22) and Sevin 
[N - methyl-l - napthyl carbamate], 
which has the same disadvantage, will 
also have to be accepted now tha t 
DDT resistance has appeared in the 
codling moth in British Columbia 
(27). On other fruits, however, where 
DDT has not been so indispensable , 
we have tried to restrict use of this 
insecticide; and for the same reason 
Sevin is, at present, recommended 
only for apple pests (4) . 

6. Should highly toxic pesticides be 
recommended? The use of very poi
sonous materials such as TEPP [Bisdi
ethylphosphoric anhydride] is com-
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mon on many parts of the world. 
However, local conditions must deter
mine if offiCial recommendations for 
such pesticides are to be made. The 
Okanagan Valley of British Columbia 
is noteworthy in that practically all 
the fruit is grown in small, highly
productive, family-operated orchards; 
although approximately one-half of 
the total of Canada's annual crop of 
tree-fruits comes from the Okanagan 
Valley, this aspect of its production is 
not generally known. The average 
orchard is under eight acres and ap
proximately one-fifth of the holdings 
are less than two and one-half acres 
(21) . There are houses on almost all 
these orchards. In addition, with the 
increasing residential population of 
the Okanagan Valley, many small lots , 
of a quarter of an acre or so, have 
been cut out of orchards and sold as 
homesites. The human population in 
the rural area is therefore much high
er than in many other places where 
orchards are much larger. The popu
lation contains a high percentage of 
children who inevitably wander into 
the orchards. The dangers to them, 
particularly from cover crops contam
inated with the more poisonous or
ganic phosphates, can readily be ap
preCiated. Although our attitude in 
the matter may seem to be unusually 
rigid, we have therefore adopted, in 
view of the peculiar British Columbia 
conditions, a firm policy of not rec
ommending (and therefore doing only 
limited experimentation on) pesti
cides highly toxic to man. Our view 
has been that an adequate selection 
of reasonably safe materials has been 
available for the problems of the 
moment. For this reason we have 
done little with systemic insecticides 
until very recently, when suitable sys
temics of sufficiently low mammalian 
toxicity, such as Dimethoate [0, O-Di
methyl S - (N - methylcarbamoylmethyl 
phosphorodithioate] were developed. 

7. How should pesticides be recom
mended to comply with legal toler
ance requirements? A new material 
is not introduced on the spray calen
dar in British Columbia until a toler
a nce has been established under the 
Food and Drugs Act in Canada, and a 

permanent tolerance established un
der the Pesticides Chemicals Amend
ment to the Federal Food, Drug and 
Cosmetics Act in the U.S.A. The lat
ter requirement is accepted because a 
considerable portion of fruit from 
British Columbia is shipped and sold 
in the U.S.A. and it would not be eco
nomical, in packing houses, to keep 
fruit sorted on the basis of the pesti
cides it had received during the sea
son. Information that the grower 
wants, in this respect, is how close to 
harvest can pestiCides be applied 
without danger of exceeding legal tol
erances. Data on this point were in
cluded on the most recent calendar is
sued (4). In estimating these periods, 
however, other factors besides the 
purely chemical aspect of residues 
were considered. According to Mr. K. 
Williams, Chemistry Laboratory, Sum
merland, B.C ., some materials, such as 
Sevin, have such a high tolerance 
that they can be applied the day be
fore harvest, at the recommended 
rates of application, without fear of 
exceeding the legal tolerance. How
ever, the wettable-powder formula
tion leaves an unsightly, though 
harmless, deposit and removal of 
such an appreCiable deposit would 
probably add considerably to pack
ing-house costs. Though emulsions 
do not have this drawback, wettable
powder formulations are preferred in 
British Columbia (35). 

The removal of older materials from 
the calendar also presents problems. 
Some chemicals were removed with
out difficulties. Thus, methoxychlor 
[1,1,1 - trichloro - 2,2 - bis(p-methoxy
phenyl ethane], as an alternative to 
DDT for codling moth, was never very 
popular with growers and it was re
moved simply because, since it was 
more expensive than DDT, very little 
was being sold. Others, such as cryo
lite (sodium alumino-fluoride), also 
once used against codling moth, was 
rapidly abandoned when something 
better was available. Since they were 
no longer used, their removal was no 
problem. On the other hand, we 
abruptly removed lindane without 
reference to the growers, once it be
came evident that it was being mis-
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used and causing tainting of processed 
fruit . Some materials have been re
moved very slowly. Thus, the use of 
dormant oil has gradually declined; 
mixtures of dinitro compounds and 
oil are no longer recommended. How
ever, lime-sulphur plus dormant oil 
still persists because it has been the 
only consistently effective material 
against San Jose scale in the southern 
Okanagan Valley. Nevertheless, the 
newer organic phosphates and car
bamates offer promise against this 
pest, and it is possible that dormant 
oil will disappear completely from the 
calendar before long ; unless pesti
cide-resistance problems increase to 
the point that we are forced to rely 
more on dormant oil sprays. Oil is an 
effective dormant material but is 
prone to cause plant damage if not 
used properly; there do not, however, 
appear to be examples of any insects 
(18) that have developed resistance 
to oils. 

A few growers use materials (main
lyon strength of advertisements in 
U.S. fruit grower magazines) that 
have never been recommended in 
British Columbia. If such materials 
are registered for use on any plant 
anywhere in Canada, then there is no 
legal barrier to their purchase by a 
fruit grower. Since we have always 
had good reason for not recommend
ing such materials, nothing is gained 
by indicating rates of application, etc. 
for them on the calendar. 

How Many Materials for One Pest? 
The reason that several materials 

are listed for control of one pest or 
disease may simply be that new mate
rials are recommended, while at the 
same time, older materials are still 
widely used and only slowly being 
supplanted. However, there are often 
other good reasons why several alter
natives should be listed. For instance, 
up to 1957, six materials (2) were list
ed for the control of the rust mite, 
Vasates schZechtendaZi (Nal.). That, 
on occasion, has been a cause of com
plain t. The argument has been: why 
not list just the best one or two meas
ures? In the dormant season the rec-

ommended materials included dini
trocresol , lime-sulphur alone, and 
lime-sulphur plus oil. These alterna
tives were given because of other pests 
that might be present at the same 
time. Dinitro-o-cresol controls rust 
mite effectively and is a more pleas
ant material to handle than lime-sul 
phur. On the other hand, if the blis
ter mite, Eriophyes pyri (Pgst.) is also 

'prevalent, lime-sulphur is the pre
ferred material because it is more ef
fective than the dinitros against this 
species. And lime-sulphur plus oil is 
the best spray material if San Jose 
scale is present; lime-sulphur alone is 
less effective and the dinitros are of 
no use against this species (23) . Three 
different types of summer sprays were 
also listed for the rust mite because 
evidence of abundance of the mite 
may not be apparent until the season 
is well advanced . The recommended 
materials were Aramite [2-(p-tert .
Butylphenoxy) - isopropyl 2' - chloro
ethyl sulphite] which is very effective 
but causes damage on pears (3, 15); 
Sulphenone [4-chlorodiphenyl sUI
phone] which is less effective (15) but 
can be used on pears; and wettable 
sulphur which is cheap and effective 
but is more likely to cause foliar and 
fruit injury than the other two sub
stances (29) . 

Problems of Concentrate Spraying 
The orchard spray calendar of Brit

ish Columbia is unique in that it is 
designed around application of sprays 
by mobile, air-blast concentrate 
sprayers. High-volume sprays, wheth
er applied by gun-machines or by au
tomatic equipment, are now little 
used by orchardists in this province 
(26) . Specification of rate of applica
tion was simple with such dilute 
sprays. Spray mixtures were made up 
at a given concentration and the ma
terial applied until the leaves were 
dripping; because of this run-off, ex
cess deposition was impossible unless 
the leaves were allowed to dry and 
then resprayed . Application by air
blast concentrate sprayers, however, 
is equally simple provided the ma
chine is correctly designed and ad-
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.i usted and the rules for concentrate 
spraying are followed . Marshall (26) 
has defined efficient concentrate 
spraying as that in which output, rate 
of travel, and nozzle adjustment, of 
the moving air-blast machine is such 
tha t the whole tree is uniformly 
sprayed with no drip from any of the 
leaves or fruits. There is, therefore, 
a brief note on concentrate applica
tion on the spray calendar. There is 
also considerable mention, with some
what different detail, on the compati
bility chart (35). Perhaps all the in
formation should be in one place. 

Rate of application is specified on 
the total amount of material to be ap
plied per acre. According to Mr. K. 
Williams, Chemistry Laboratory, Sum
merland, B.C., extensive data accumu
la ted over several years show that this 
amounts, in a mature British Colum
bia orchard, to specifying the amount 
of DDT deposited on a square inch of 
leaf or fruit surface, and in practice 
if the correct procedure is adopted, 
the deposits do not vary more than 
would be expected from a suitable 
mean value. The instruction on the 
calendar is : "Determine tank output 
on acreage basis ; e.g., if tankful cov-

ers 1 % acres, use 1 % times the mate
rial listed in column of the chart titled 
'amount per acre' when filling the 
tank ." The merits of specifying rates 
of application in this way have been 
dealt with by Marshall (26). Attempts 
to specify the strength of materials in 
the tank of the concentrate sprayer, 
without reference to the output-per
acre of the machine, lead to most 
complex instructions (12) . 

On the other hand, we do retain a 
column in the "Formulae" section of 
the spray calendar that indicates dil
utions for application by hand-gun 
methods. This is because a few grow
ers still own the older machines, and 
also because the use of dilute spray 
mixtures applied by hand-guns to the 
pump of the concentrate machine, is 
the most economical method for very 
young trees. Young bearing trees are 
best sprayed with the usual air-blast 
concentrate at the standard per acre 
rate, but with the spray shut off be
tween gaps in the trees. This leads to 
a lower per-acre output than is indi
cated on the spray calendar but this 
is such an obvious procedure that it 
is not mentioned. 
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A Note oli the Gordon Stace-Smith Beetle Collection 
In volume 55 (1958) of · our Proceedings, hastened to t ell me that he had well over 
stated that Mr. Stace-Smith had 2400 2700 species, with at least 50 more on hand 

species of British Columbia beetles in his whic.h would bring. the total number to 28~0 
11 ' HOlD h b t th t speCies, plus or mll10lS a few, all from thiS 

co ectlOn. e ave, u a was a Province. 
count he sent me some time ago. As soon as -G. J . Spencer, Un ivCTsity Of British Colum · 
he received his copy of our Proceedings he Ilia . Van r ouvP )·. 




